The Dam1 complex confers microtubule plus end-tracking activity to the Ndc80 kinetochore complex
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Introduction
The ability of spindle microtubules to connect to centromeric DNA is fundamental to ensure faithful transmission of the eukaryotic genome. Kinetochore, large protein complexes, physically tether chromosomes to microtubule plus ends and relay their dynamic instability into directed chromosome movement. To date, the molecular basis for how transitions between microtubule growth and shrinkage are coupled to chromosome movement remains unclear (Westermann et al., 2007; Cheeseman and Desai, 2008; Santaguida and Musacchio, 2009).

Two principal types of kinetochore complexes have been proposed to connect dynamic microtubules to chromosome motion: ring couplers and fibrillary couplers. The yeast Dam1 complex oligomerizes in vitro into a ring that encircles the microtubule plus end like a sleeve, allowing the exchange of tubulin subunits at the end while maintaining a firm grip on the polymer (Cheeseman et al., 2001b; Miranda et al., 2005; Westermann et al., 2005). Processive attachment to depolymerizing ends (Westermann et al., 2006; Gestaut et al., 2008) and force generation in the piconewton range have spotlighted the Dam1 complex as a primary coupler in budding yeast (Wei et al., 2007; Ciferri et al., 2008), and individual Ndc80 molecules have been shown to undergo biased diffusion on depolymerizing microtubule ends, which may in principle allow them to convert microtubule depolymerization into chromosome movement (Powers et al., 2009). The respective contribution of Ndc80 and Dam1 complexes to the plus end-tracking activity of the kinetochore is unknown.

In this study, we present a minimal kinetochore plus end-tracking system. We analyzed the behavior of Dam1 and Ndc80 complexes on dynamic microtubules first individually and then in combination. We find that the Dam1 complex is an autonomous plus end-tracking complex. The Ndc80 complex, despite being structurally related to the general tip tracker EB1, fails to recognize growing ends efficiently. Dam1 oligomers are necessary and sufficient to recruit Ndc80 to dynamic microtubule ends, where both complexes remain continuously associated. The interaction occurs specifically in the presence of microtubules and is subject to regulation by Ipl1 phosphorylation. These findings can explain how the force harvested by Dam1 is transmitted to the rest of the kinetochore via the Ndc80 complex.
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microtubules, suggesting that in yeast, Dam1 complexes are the prime source of kinetochore plus end–tracking activity, whereas Ndc80 complexes structurally bridge microtubule ends with chromosomes.

Results and discussion

The Dam1 complex tracks microtubule plus ends independently of the general +TIP EB1 in vivo

To characterize the interaction of the Dam1 complex with individual microtubule plus ends in vivo, we imaged metaphase-arrested cells expressing Dam1p fused to triple GFP (Dam1-3xGFP) and Tub1p fused to mCherry (Fig. 1 A; Tanaka et al., 2005). We found that the majority of the Dam1 complex is localized at kinetochores, whereas individual signals of the complex accumulate at the tips of growing and shrinking microtubules. Furthermore, the microtubule lattice is frequently decorated by additional, well-defined Dam1 spots that are collected during microtubule shrinkage consistent with previous data (Tanaka et al., 2007). Interestingly, we observed that the complex continuously tracks microtubule ends during multiple rounds of tubulin polymerization and depolymerization (Fig. 1 B and Videos 1 and 2). Dam1 tip tracking on nuclear microtubules was reminiscent of Bim1p, the budding yeast homologue of the +TIP EB1 (Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008; Honnappa et al., 2009). Because interactions between the Dam1 complex and Bim1p have been reported in two-hybrid studies, we considered the possibility that Dam1 tip localization may depend on Bim1p (Cheeseman et al., 2001b; Shang et al., 2003). After 5 h in glucose, Bim1p, placed under the control of the GAL110 promoter, was no longer detectable by Western blotting (Fig. 1 C), and nuclear microtubules were extremely short, which is in agreement with previous observations in bim1Δ or bik1Δ strains (Tanaka et al., 2005). However, Dam1 tip localization was retained on short nuclear microtubules, demonstrating that Dam1 plus end–tracking activity is independent of the general +TIP EB1 in vivo (Fig. 1 D and Video 3).

The Dam1 complex autonomously tracks microtubule plus ends in a minimal in vitro reconstitution system

To further establish the minimal requirements for Dam1 plus end tracking, we reconstituted interaction of the complex with dynamic microtubules in vitro using two-color total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy (Fig. 2 A). Previously, the behavior of the Dam1 complex had only been imaged on static or slowly depolymerizing microtubules (Westermann et al., 2006; Gestaut et al., 2008). Visualizing fully dynamic microtubules, we observed the following characteristic features of the complex: the GMPCPP-stabilized seeds were strongly decorated with Dam1 complexes, which is in agreement with previous observations (Westermann et al., 2005; Grishchuk et al., 2008b). In addition, the complex appeared in discrete foci at the plus ends of microtubule extensions, where it persisted during phases of microtubule growth and shrinkage (Fig. 2 B and Video 4). Thus, the Dam1 complex autonomously tracks growing microtubule plus ends in vitro (Fig. 2 C and Videos 5 and 6).

As the complex can exist in a variety of concentration-dependent oligomeric states, such as individual complexes, small oligomers, and full rings, we aimed to determine the nature of the tracking species in our assays. We mimicked flow cell conditions in the test tube and examined the decoration of dynamic microtubules (at 14 μM) with different concentrations of Dam1 by EM. We found that at a concentration of 100 nM Dam1, only few rings decorating the microtubules were observed by EM (Fig. S1 A). Quantitative analysis of fluorescent Dam1 signals using TIRF microscopy at the same concentration showed a distribution of various intensities on the microtubule lattice. Most Dam1 spots displayed twice the intensity of the weakest signals, whereas very few spots showed intensities that could correspond to full rings (Fig. S1 B). Thus, under our imaging conditions (100 nM Dam1), the complex predominantly exists in the form of small oligomers.

Dam1 moves continuously with growing microtubule plus ends

The Dam1 complex is only the third molecule for which autonomous tip tracking is reported in vitro. The microtubule polymerase XMAP215 is thought to be processive, persisting at the tip during multiple rounds of tubulin dimer addition (Brouhard et al., 2008), whereas EB1 rapidly turns over on a transiently existing structure at the plus end (Bieling et al., 2007). To distinguish between these possibilities and investigate the mechanism of Dam1 plus end tracking in more detail, we increased the temporal resolution of our videos by recording streaming videos. We observed that those Dam1 foci located most distal to the stable seed continuously moved outward during microtubule growth with a mean speed of 4.02 ± 0.225 μm × min⁻¹. This value is in agreement with the mean growth speed of microtubules in the presence of 100 nM unlabeled Dam1 and 20 μM free tubulin (Fig. 2 D). Moreover, we performed “spike” experiments by reducing the fraction of labeled Dam1 complex at least 10-fold while sustaining the total protein concentration with unlabeled complex. Under these conditions, we were able to visualize individual Dam1 signals that moved away from the stable seed (Fig. 2 E), supporting the notion that the Dam1 complex is an autonomous and continuous plus end tracker.

The Ndc80 complex interacts weakly with dynamic microtubules and is not an autonomous end-binding protein

Although a moderate affinity of oligomeric Ndc80 assemblies for depolymerizing microtubule ends has been described in vitro (Powers et al., 2009), it is at present unknown whether the complex can autonomously recognize plus ends and remain attached to them or whether this activity requires additional factors. Using reconstituted Saccharomyces cerevisiae Ndc80 complex with its Nuf2 subunit fused to EGFP (Ndc80–EGFP; Fig. 3 A), we performed microtubule cosedimentation assays and found that the interaction is extremely salt sensitive. Increasing the salt concentration from 25 to 100 mM NaCl lowered the binding affinity by more than one order of magnitude, leading to an apparent dissociation constant of KD (100 mM) = 1.27 ± 0.27 μM compared with KD (25 mM) = 0.107 ± 0.023 μM (Fig. 3 B). This implies that under physiologically relevant salt concentrations, the intrinsic microtubule-binding activity of the Ndc80 complex is significantly impaired.
Figure 1. The Dam1 complex tracks plus ends independently of Bim1p in vivo. (A) Schematic illustration of the live cell imaging strategy (Tanaka et al., 2005). (B) Time-lapse live cell microscopy showing plus end tracking of the Dam1 complex (arrowheads) during phases of microtubule growth and shrinkage (Videos 1 and 2). Insets show higher magnification views of the indicated panel (120 s). (C) Western blot analysis showing depletion of Bim1p-3xHA in a Dam1-3xGFP, mCherry-tubulin background probed with an anti-HA antibody. (D) Still image from a video depicting microtubule plus end localization of the Dam1 complex (arrowheads) in the absence of the +TIP Bim1p (Video 3). Bars, 2 µm.

We next studied the interaction of the Ndc80 complex with dynamic microtubules in the TIRF assay. To establish imaging conditions that allow observation of plus end tracking, we first visualized the association of the yeast EB1 protein Bim1p with dynamic microtubules. As expected, Bim1p accumulated at the ends of growing but not shrinking microtubules.
Figure 2. Reconstitution of Dam1 plus end tracking in vitro using TIRF microscopy. (A) Schematic illustration of the in vitro imaging setup. (B, left) Still image of the Alexa Fluor 488–labeled Dam1 complex (100 nM) on dynamic rhodamine-labeled microtubules (MT). The complex shows preferred association with the plus end and the GMPCPP seed. (middle) A time sequence of Dam1 plus end tracking. (right) Kymographs (time/space plot) of Dam1 plus end tracking are shown [Video 4]. (C) Still image and kymograph of a time-lapse video showing Dam1 decoration on unlabeled tubulin extensions. Overlay and individual channels are shown. The Dam1 complex tracks plus ends during phases of growth and shrinkage. The microtubule lattice is decorated by additional Dam1 complexes, which are collected during microtubule disassembly [Videos 5 and 6]. (B and C) Arrowheads indicate Dam1 localization at the tip of the microtubule.
between the two complexes (Shang et al., 2003; Wong et al., 2007). We first asked whether inclusion of the Dam1 complex would alter the binding behavior of Ndc80 in cosedimentation assays. At salt concentrations of 100 mM NaCl that strongly impair Ndc80 binding, addition of equimolar amounts of Dam1 drastically increased the affinity of the Ndc80 complex for taxol-stabilized microtubules (Fig. 4A). Analysis of Coomassie-stained gels revealed that a substantial portion of Ndc80 was now found along with Dam1 in the pellet fraction (Fig. 4A). The isolated Ndc80-Nuf2 head was sufficient for recruitment (unpublished data). Furthermore, the N-terminal 116 amino acids of Ndc80, critical for the intrinsic microtubule-binding activity of Ndc80, are dispensable for Dam1-dependent recruitment (Fig. S2).

We next visualized the binding of the Ndc80 complex to rhodamine-labeled, taxol-stabilized microtubules by fluorescence microscopy. In the presence of 100 mM KCl, (Fig. 3C; Bieling et al., 2007). However, when imaged under the same conditions, the Ndc80 complex was barely visible on the dynamic microtubule extensions, and we did not observe a substantial accumulation on growing or shrinking microtubule ends (Fig. 3C). Thus, under experimental conditions in which yeast EB1 displays robust plus end tracking in vitro, the Ndc80 complex only weakly interacts with dynamic microtubules and does not accumulate at growing or shrinking ends.

The Dam1 complex is necessary and sufficient to recruit the Ndc80 complex to dynamic microtubule ends

We wondered whether the dynamic properties of the Ndc80 complex would be altered in the presence of the Dam1 complex, which is a tempting idea in the light of autonomous Dam1 plus end-tracking activity and reported two-hybrid interactions between the two complexes (Shang et al., 2003; Wong et al., 2007). We first asked whether inclusion of the Dam1 complex would alter the binding behavior of Ndc80 in cosedimentation assays. At salt concentrations of 100 mM NaCl that strongly impair Ndc80 binding, addition of equimolar amounts of Dam1 drastically increased the affinity of the Ndc80 complex for taxol-stabilized microtubules (Fig. 4A). Analysis of Coomassie-stained gels revealed that a substantial portion of Ndc80 was now found along with Dam1 in the pellet fraction (Fig. 4A). The isolated Ndc80-Nuf2 head was sufficient for recruitment (unpublished data). Furthermore, the N-terminal 116 amino acids of Ndc80, critical for the intrinsic microtubule-binding activity of Ndc80, are dispensable for Dam1-dependent recruitment (Fig. S2).

We next visualized the binding of the Ndc80 complex to rhodamine-labeled, taxol-stabilized microtubules by fluorescence microscopy. In the presence of 100 mM KCl,
To understand the collective behavior of the complexes on dynamic microtubules, we imaged Ndc80–EGFP in the presence of 100 nM unlabeled Dam1 complex using TIRF microscopy. Strikingly, the Ndc80 complex was now readily visible on the dynamic lattice and displayed features characteristic of Dam1 behavior: it persisted in discrete foci at the end of growing microtubules. Ndc80–EGFP was barely visible on the stable microtubules. However, upon addition of 100 nM unlabeled Dam1 complex, Ndc80–EGFP signals were readily observed on the microtubule lattice (Fig. 4 B). We conclude that the Dam1 complex enhances the affinity of the Ndc80 complex for stable microtubules in vitro.

Figure 4. The Dam1 complex recruits the Ndc80 complex to dynamic microtubule plus ends. (A) Microtubule-binding activity of Ndc80 was tested in the absence and presence of equimolar amounts of Dam1 complex and 100 mM NaCl. (B, top) TIRF micrographs showing little microtubule (MT) decoration of the Ndc80 complex under physiological ionic strength. (bottom) The Dam1 complex efficiently recruits Ndc80 to taxol-stabilized microtubules. SN, supernatant; P, pellet. Bar, 4 µm. (C) Still image and kymograph of a time-lapse video demonstrate that in the presence of 100 nM unlabeled Dam1 complex, Ndc80–EGFP tracks microtubule plus ends (Video 7). Arrowhead indicates Ndc80–EGFP at the tip of the microtubule. (D) Streaming video showing continuous tip tracking of Ndc80–EGFP in the presence of unlabeled Dam1 (Video 8). (E) The Dam1–Alexa Fluor 594 complex and Ndc80–EGFP colocalize at microtubule plus ends during microtubule polymerization and depolymerization (Video 9). (F) Intensity scan demonstrating that Dam1 signals on the microtubule lattice correlate with the signal intensity profile of the Ndc80 complex. Bars, 2 µm.
On depolymerizing microtubule ends, Dam1 and Ndc80 spots colocalized, distal signals remained associated with depolymerizing ends, and lattice-associated signals were “picked up,” increasing the fluorescence intensity of the end-tracking species. These observations support the notion that the Ndc80 and Dam1 complexes directly interact on dynamic microtubules. Interestingly, however, we were not able to detect an interaction between the complexes in solution, as they eluted independently in gel filtration experiments (Fig. S3). Thus, the presence of microtubules strongly enhances interaction between these complexes on the lattice (see Tien et al. in this issue).

Kinetochore–microtubule interactions are under the control of the aurora B kinase (Ipl1p in budding yeast), which ensures bipolar attachment of kinetochores to opposite spindle poles. We asked whether the Dam1–Ndc80 interaction is sensitive to Ipl1 phosphorylation by performing microtubule cosedimentation experiments under conditions in which Ndc80 binding to microtubules is dependent on Dam1 (100 mM NaCl). To this end, Dam1 complex and substoichiometric amounts of Ipl1–Sli15 were incubated in the presence or absence of ATP and tested for their ability to recruit Ndc80 to microtubules. Recruitment of the Ndc80 complex to microtubules was diminished in the ATP-containing sample, whereas phosphorylation had little affect on the affinity of the Dam1 complex for microtubules itself (Fig. 5 A). We next tested whether Ipl1 phosphorylation affected Ndc80 recruitment to dynamic microtubules in the TIRF assay. We found that recruitment of the Ndc80 complex to growing and shrinking microtubule plus ends

We considered two possibilities by which the Dam1 complex may increase the interaction of the Ndc80 complex with dynamic microtubule ends. First, the presence of Dam1 may alter properties of the microtubule lattice, thereby making it more favorable for Ndc80 association. Alternatively, the complexes may physically engage at dynamic microtubule ends. To distinguish between these possibilities, we simultaneously imaged Alexa Fluor 594–labeled Dam1 complex and Ndc80–EGFP complex on dynamic microtubules. We found that Alexa Fluor 594 and EGFP signals colocalized to lattice-associated spots that did not display movement during our observation and to distal spots that showed outward displacement (Fig. 4, E and F; and Video 9). Further experiments using FRAP will be necessary to clarify whether the complexes show turnover at the plus end.

On depolymerizing microtubule ends, Dam1 and Ndc80 spots colocalized, distal signals remained associated with depolymerizing ends, and lattice-associated signals were “picked up,” increasing the fluorescence intensity of the end-tracking species. These observations support the notion that the Ndc80 and Dam1 complexes directly interact on dynamic microtubules. Interestingly, however, we were not able to detect an interaction between the complexes in solution, as they eluted independently in gel filtration experiments (Fig. S3). Thus, the presence of microtubules strongly enhances interaction between these complexes on the lattice (see Tien et al. in this issue).
discrete foci on the dynamic microtubule lattice was prevented by inclusion of Ipl1–Sli15 in an ATP-dependent manner (Fig. 5 B). Additionally, we found that a mutant Dam1 complex mimicking Ipl1 phosphorylation on four previously established sites (Dam1 S4D) recruited less Ndc80 than wild-type (Fig. 5 C), but was not as severely affected as the in vitro–phosphorylated complex, suggesting that additional Ipl1 phosphorylation sites on the Dam1 complex may contribute to the inhibition of Ndc80 recruitment. In summary, our results suggest that phosphorylation by Ipl1–Sli15 prevents the Dam1-dependent recruitment of the Ndc80 complex to stable and dynamic microtubules.

Conclusions

Our results reveal novel biochemical activities for the Dam1 complex and can explain how it is connected to the rest of the kinetochore. We show that the complex is an autonomous, continuous plus end tracker that recruits Ndc80 in a microtubule-dependent manner to dynamic plus ends. We speculate that the Dam1 complex may exploit its high affinity for GTP-tubulin to diffuse back to the plus end as the microtubule grows. Furthermore, our results immediately explain several in vivo observations. First, in contrast to human cells, where deletion of the unstructured N terminus of Ndc80 leads to loss of kinetochore–microtubule attachments (Guimarães et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2008), eliminating the corresponding part in the yeast Ndc80 complex has no effect on viability (Kemmler et al., 2008). Thus, severely crippling the microtubule-binding activity of Ndc80 does not prevent chromosome segregation, suggesting that the microtubule-binding activity provided by Dam1 is sufficient in this system. Second, localization of the Dam1 complex to centromeres, as assayed by chromatin immunoprecipitation, is both dependent on the Ndc80 complex and on microtubules (Li et al., 2002). This can be explained by the microtubule-dependent engagement that we observed in vitro. Our results support the notion that a mature kinetochore–microtubule interface is covalently formed from the centromere and the microtubule side. The role of the Dam1 complex is to provide end recognition and continued association, and the defined geometry with which the calponin homology domains of the Ndc80 complex emerge from microtubule lattice (Wilson-Kubalek et al., 2008) allows the connection to the rest of the kinetochore via the Spc24/25 heads. Future experiments include a detailed structural investigation of the Dam1–Ndc80 interface and a mechanistic understanding of the microtubule-specific interaction between these complexes.

Materials and methods

**Yeast genetics**

All Westermann laboratory strains are derived from strain S288C. Standard procedures were applied to genetically modify strains.

**Live cell imaging**

Cells expressing Dam1-3xGFP and mCherry-Tub1 (Fly26: MAT α, lys2-801, ade2-1, leu2, cdc20:TRP1::GAL1/10-CDC20, mCherry-tubulin::URA3, and Dam1-3xGFP::HIS3) or Fly48: MAT α, lys2-801, ade2-1, leu2, cdc20:TRP1::GAL1/10-CDC20, mCherry-tubulin::URA3, Dam1-3xGFP::HIS3, and pGat3-xHAB/m1::HIS3) were arrested in metaphase for 5 h in synthetic medium containing 2% glucose. Time-lapse images were collected at ambient temperature (21°C) using live cell microscopy (DeltaVision; Applied Precision), a UPlanSapo 100× NA 1.40 oil immersion objective lens (Olympus), and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (CoolSnap HQ; Photometrics). Z stacks (0.5 µm) were acquired in 20–30-s intervals, subsequently deconvoluted, projected to two-dimensional images (SoftWoRx software; Applied Precision), and further analyzed by MetaMorph (MDS Analytical Technologies) or Image (National Institutes of Health) software.

**Purification of recombinant complexes from bacteria**

Expression, purification, and labeling of the Dam1 complex were performed as previously described (Westermann et al., 2005). The two subcomplexes of the Ndc80 complex (Ndc80p–6xHis/Nuβ2p–EGFP or Ndh11p–Ndc80p–6xHis/Nuβ2p–EGFP, Spc24p–6xHis/Spc25p) were separately expressed from the pETDuet or pACYC-Duet1 vectors (EMD). Both plasmids were cotransfected into BJ21 DE3 (EMD). Bacteria were grown to OD600 = 0.6 at 37°C, induced with 0.2 mM IPTG, and grown for 12–15 h at 18°C. The two subcomplexes were eluted with 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.0, and 250 mM imidazole from the Ni-NTA beads and then subjected to in vitro reconstitution of the full-length Ndc80 complex and further purified on the Superdex 200 HiLoad 16/10 (GE Healthcare). Gel filtration was conducted in 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.

**Microtubule-binding assays**

The microtubule cosedimentation assay was performed as described previously (Cheeseman et al., 2001a). Purified Ndc80–EGFP and −Dam1 complexes were precleared and added to a final concentration of 0.4–0.5 µM to taxol-stabilized microtubules. The salt concentration was adjusted to 20, 25, 50, or 100 mM NaCl. Quantification was performed as previously described (Zimniak et al., 2009). To determine apparent Kd for Ndc80–EGFP complex binding to microtubules, data points were fitted into the equation Y = Bmax × X/(Kd + X) using Prism (version 4.0; GraphPad Software, Inc.).

**Analytical gel filtration**

Ndc80 and the Dam1 complex were mixed in an equimolar ratio at 5.5 µM and incubated for 10 min at RT. 0.5 µl was loaded onto the Superdex 200 HiLoad 16/10. Proteins were eluted in buffer containing 100 mM NaCl and 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.

**In vitro reconstitution of a plus end-tracking system**

Flow cells were constructed using siliconized glass slides, two double-sided tapes, and precleared coverslips. Resulting chambers were blocked with 5 mg/ml biotinylated BSA (Vector Laboratories) for at least 3 h and subsequently washed with BRB80 buffer. Afterward, a solution of 0.3 mg/ml avidin DN (Vector Laboratories) in BRB80 was introduced for at least 20 min and exchanged for a blocking solution containing 1% pluronic F-127 (Sigma-Aldrich) in BRB80 (Westermann et al., 2006; Zimniak et al., 2009). Rhodamine-labeled short GMPCPP (2′-deoxy-2′-guanosine-5′-[(α,β-methylene)triphosphate]) microtubule seeds were incubated and incubated for 30 s followed by a wash with wash buffer (BRB80 supplemented with 150 mM KCl, 1 mM GTP, 0.5% [vol/vol] β-mercaptoethanol, 4.5 µg/ml glucose oxidase, 200 µg/ml glycol oxidase, and 35 µg/ml catalase). Microtubule growth was induced by introducing a reaction mix composed of 14 µM tubulin [unlabeled or 1 µM labeled with rhodamine], 150 mM KCl, 0.6 mM GTP, 0.13% [vol/vol] methylcellulose, 0.33 mg/ml casein, 0.5% [vol/vol] β-mercaptoethanol, 4.5 µg/ml glucose, 200 µg/ml glucose oxidase, 35 µg/ml catalase, and 100 nM Dam1–Alexa Fluor 488 complex. Time-lapse videos were recorded at 30°C using 4–5 s intervals between frames. Image acquisition was performed using the TIRF3 microscopy system operated with AxioVision software (Carl Zeiss, Inc.), a 100× Plan Achromat 1.46 NA objective, and an EM CCD camera (C9100-02, Hamamatsu Photonics). For streaming videos, concentration of free tubulin was increased to 20 µM and the time resolution to 400 ms/frame. For Ndc80–EGFP (300 nM) and Dam1–Alexa Fluor 594 (10 nM labeled + 90 nM unlabeled Dam1 complex) experiments, we used coverslips grafted with polyethylene glycol biotin, 100 mM KCl, and an EM CCD camera (Cascade II; Photometrics).

**In vitro phosphorylation of the Dam1 complex**

0.3 µM recombinant Ipl1–Sli15 complex was incubated with 2.5 µM recombinant Dam1 wild-type complex in kinase buffer (20 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 25 mM β-glycerophosphate, and 1 mM DTT) in the presence or absence of 1 mM ATP. The reaction was performed at 30°C for 40 min.

**EM**

Short GMPCPP microtubule seeds were incubated for 5 min with a solution containing 14 µM tubulin, 150 mM KCl, 0.6 mM GTP, 0.33 mg/ml
casein, 0.5% (v/v) N-acetyl-L-cysteine, 2 mg/ml glucose, 100 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, and 0.05% (v/v) ethanol; the reaction mix was placed on a carbon-coated grid, negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate, and imaged immediately with an electron microscope operating at 80 kV (Morgagni, FEI) equipped with a CCD camera (Morada 51S, Olympus).

Online supplemental material

Fig. S1 addresses the oligomerization status of the Dam1 complex. Fig. S2 demonstrates that the N-terminal tail of Ndc80p is not essential for Dam1-dependent recruitment to microtubules. Fig. S3 shows that there is no interaction between the Ndc80 complex and the Dam1 complex in solution. Videos 1 and 2 visualize plus end tracking of the Dam1 complex in vivo. Video 3 shows that Dam1 tip localization is independent of the +TIP Bim1p. Videos 4–6 demonstrate autonomous microtubule plus end–tracking activity of the Dam1 complex in vitro. Video 7 displays plus end tracking of the Ndc80–EGFP complex in the presence of unlabeled Dam1 complex. Video 8 shows continuous tip tracking of the Ndc80–EGFP complex in the presence of unlabeled Dam1 complex. Video 9 demonstrates that the Dam1 complex and the Ndc80 complex colocalize on dynamic microtubule plus ends. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200912021/DC1.
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